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other men.1 Would it not be interesting to know whether this Yuchi 

point of view is unique or whether it is general? It might at least help 
us understand some of our own little jokes. 

But for the moment I am more concerned with the view of how our 
own jokes may help us understand the Yuchi. Nor am I forgetful of 
the orthodox warning against interpreting other cultures in terms of our 

own, against deliberately putting on the aforesaid colored glasses. It 
was a very proper warning indeed, given the kind of glasses we wore, a 
fit caution to the unmitigated legalists and rationalists we once were, 
utterly unable to interpret our own culture. But nowadays, having 
acquired a sounder psychological point of view through a study of other 
cultures, it: may be possible for us to become ethnologists at home. Then 
field-work, I venture to predict, will become greatly enriched in its turn 
by home study. 

ELSIE CLEWS PARSONS 

1 Speck, F. G., Ethnology of the Yuchi Indians, p. 95, Anthrop. Pub. Univ. Pa. 
Mus., I. 

SOME ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE LANGUAGE OF THE NATIVES 

IN THE PATAGONIAN CHANNELS 

SOME time after I had published my observations on the natives of 
the Patagonian channel region,2 I had an opportunity to study the rela- 
tion of Dr Coppinger's journeys 3 more carefully. I undertook to com- 
pare his small vocabulary with my own and with Hyades' and Fitzroy's 
lists. The result of this comparison is of some little interest. The 
vocabulary in question was obtained by Dr Coppinger in Tilly bay 
situated on the north coast of Santa Inez island in the Straits of Magellan 
(opposite Jerome channel), thus within the land of the Channel Indians, 
and the range of the plank canoes (such are also mentioned by Dr 
Coppinger). The list comprises only fifty words; thirty-three of them 
are also translated in my vocabulary, for the remaining seventeen I did 
not happen to get the Indian equivalents. Of those thirty-three words, I 
can identify, with more or less certainty, seventeen; the other sixteen are 
widely different; nor do they seem to correspond with words in any other 
of the Fuegian tongues. 

Below is a list of the seventeen corresponding words: C = Coppinger, 
S = Skottsberg. 

basket: dawyer (C), tdju (S). 
canoe: ayoux (C), kii'lu (S). 

2 American Anthropologist, October-December, 1913, PP. 578-616. 
Cruise of the " Alert," London, 1883. 
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dog: sharkiss (C), &a'lki (S). 
finger-nails: tharsh (C); S. has taTi'xlxa:rkl for finger, jekl for nail. There is a 

considerable resemblance between tharsh and tauxl, for it is to be remembered 
that Coppinger's th does not signify any of the various English th's, but t, h. 

foot: kadthakous (C); S. has ka'txkdrR for leg, ce'ku:rrR for foot, but the latter 
expression may signify boot. 

hair: therkous (C), te'rrkd:f (S). 
hand: therrawaus (C), te'rrwa (S). 
iron-stone: iuksthaads (C); surely a piece of iron pyrites, used for making fire; 

we obtained i:k?'td't for matches, undoubtedly the same word and signifying 
an implement for striking fire. 

mouse: akraceps (C), a'trel6p (S). 
nose: los (C), lauxl (S). 
otterskin: lalthers (C); S. has ld'eltl for otter, 1.-kaus' for otterskin. 
ship's boat: sherroux (C), Xd'rru (S). 
skin of seal: harkusis-hushkei (C), drR-kauS' (S). 
spear for fish: kip-thatharsh (C), t6'ldd:rR (S). 
stomach: kutshiss (C), kai't?'el (S).. 
thigh: athursh (C), &'is'u (S). 
tongue: lekiss (C), liki (S). 

In some cases the likeness is not very great, but I have tried to trace 
whatever there is of it. Coppinger's kesous, stone axe, may have some- 

thing to do with kjets'lau, stone (S). His word for eye is sthole, for 

eyebrows however theseous, possibly the same as tith'liu (Fitzroy), 
eye = teS'l (S). Two of the children at Tilly bay answered to the names 

gounaco and gounaco chikachikis; gounaco is probably a corruption of 

guanaco, chikachikis = chikichiki, a corruption of chico (Spanish 
small) often used among the natives. 

From the comparison made here I conclude, that the natives seen 
by Dr Coppinger in Tilly bay spoke, at least in part, the same language as 
the Indians we met with in the Channel region. I cannot tell if the 
discrepancies depend on mistakes or on the existence of dialects. 

To the list on p. 612 in my paper I can add the following words, 
according to Fitzroy of Alukulup origin, but evidently identical with 
such as we found in use among the Channel people. 

ke'r'rikstd, to fish = ki'rksta (S). 
ah'ldsh, to fly = a'ppda' (S), a'ldS' = run (S). 
yik'sta', flower = i'ksta:xl (S). 

Finally, I use this occasion to correct the following misprints in my 
paper: 
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p. 588, on the map, read "soundings" instead of "scale." 
p. 606, black, palkuarrR,2 read -kwarrR1. 
p. 606, footnote 2 belongs to the word captain on p. 607. 
p. 607, blue, arxRuarrh, read -kwarrR. 

p. 607, to cut, ajeRahR, read ajekarR. 
p. 607, to fall, kuRxkal, read kurxkal. 

p. 608, harpoon nr 4, irS'R 'il, read irS'k 'il. 
p. 609, footnote 4 corresponds to "rainbow," not to "quiver." 
p. 609, skin, Raus', read kau"'. 
p. 6Io, firewood, 'a',a:, read 'a'-a:s. 
p. 6Io, three, read tauklk in both words. 
p. 6II, footnote I corresponds to Myrteola, 2 to Maytenus. 
p. 612, 1.6 from top, lbpiV', read lofi '. 
p. 612, 1.15 from top, dcR'inIsh, read dck'lnish. 

CARL SKOTTSBERG 
UNIVERSITY OF UPSALA 

UPSALA, SWEDEN 

THE NEW STOCK NAMES ANNOUNCED FOR CALIFORNIA 

The announcement was made in the American Anthropologist for 

1912, p. 691, of the discovery that certain languages and language 
groups heretofore considered independent are variously related. Later, a 

preliminary presentation was made of these new groups for which new 

family names were proposed.' 
By means of word lists illustrations were given showing the scope 

and character of the relationship believed to exist. These examples, 
however, were by no means sufficient proof of the alleged relationships. 
It has been generally understood that a more adequate presentation of 
the matter would soon be made. 

Recently, one of the two discoverers of these new groupings made use 
of the proposed family names, assuming apparently that they had been 
accepted and were entitled to a place in anthropological literature. 
This is certainly not the case. The mere announcement of the dis- 
coveries has aroused considerable interest and the eminent position in 
anthropology held by the co-authors warrants the expectation that suf- 
ficient evidence for this new grouping exists. Until its presentation and 
examination, however, judgment must be suspended and the new names 
ought to be barred from the literature. 

P. E. G. 
1 American Anthropologist, N. S., vol. 15, pp. 647-655. 
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